
HOW TO WRITE AUGMENT IN A SENTENCE

How to use augment in a sentence. Example sentences with the word augment. augment example sentences.

Augment definition is - to make greater, more numerous, larger, or more intense. Example: Boisterousâ€” Use
each vocabulary word once to complete the following sentences. Ceiling fans whir all day long, augmenting
the air conditioning. Because I want to augment my income, I am thinking about getting a second job.. His
next plan for increasing the annual return of ground covered, was to augment the work force as much as
possible. During the first administration of Berkeley numerous other measures were adopted tending to
augment the liberty and prosperity of the people. Huguenots brought their skills to augment those of Zurich's
own craftsmen, and other refugees enriched its artistic life. Those which are to run the full course of the
disease continue to augment in size and projection into the intestine. This instructor's guide will augment and
further the exercises that can be found in the pages of How to Write a Sentence, and it's keyed to Fish's book
in a. It has never been the intention of Guitarist to augment dealer ads with sycophantic reviews, either. We
need the business loan in order to augment our warehouse so we can. The building of a canal would augment
the value of land in section and cause stimulation, and depress conditions in another section not so favored.
Ay, there all evils, crowded in one room, Each at his worst of ill, augment the gloom. He never sought to gain
or augment the confidence of his followers by concealing facts, minimising difficulties, or overcolouring
expectations. Lastly, the psychic activity may be initial and productive of changes in the organism, or, if these
already exist, may augment and prolong them. Its maritime commerce then must augment and must triumph
over all competition. How can I put and write and define augment in a sentence and how is the word augment.
A path with available capacity is called an augmenting path. He dressed himself joyfully, with a nervous
excitement that seemed to augment the vigor of his arms and legs. Martyrdoms especially augment the
spiritual bank-balance of the whole nation. The use of diuretics in those conditions may augment the depletion
of magnesium. But not content to economise only, she thrilled with a scheme to augment their slight income.
Augmenting " Velveeta " was new percussionist, Spice. The public exhibitions now being mounted and the
publication of this leaflet by the Regional Council are intended to augment these procedures. During these
years Pete was augmenting his income as a rodeo contestant. Augmenting the Zachman enterprise architecture
Framework with a systemic conceptualization. The room was clouded with tobacco smoke, and still Lablache
belched out fresh clouds to augment the reek of the atmosphere. Engelbart was embarking on a crusade to
augment human capabilities by applying new technologies and developing ways to interact with that
technology. They could not help her yet; they would only augment perplexities, weaken convictions, and
distract her mind. Calhoun's drumming incorporates many different stylistic influences and various
augmenting technologies. The budget was augmented by various donations. He began augmenting his income
with reading tours and radio broadcasts. These side effects have forced researchers to seek alternative
medications to supplant, augment or delay traditional therapy. Returning to Sicily, he passed the winter in that
country, and endeavoured to augment his little army. Your name:. Use augment in a sentence augment
sentence examples.. But this adroit scheme of insolvency was unjust to our citizens, and only served to
augment the liabilities of Mexico. The following discussion investigates improvements which could be made
to augment the pattern recognition information. Qualitative forecasting techniques are used to assist and
augment the quantitative forecasting process described in the previous chapter. The primitive church
employed mythology to augment and explicate the great truths of the gospel.


